TRACK TEAM WINS WESLEYAN MEET

Continued from page one

First and third places were taken by Jewett and Schwarz in the quarter-mile. Jewett set a new record of 1:07.5 when he won.

Kearns and McGuire were second and third in the mile, with McGuire setting a new record of 4:22.5.

Winning four out of fourteen first places, six seconds, and five thirds, the Institute freshmen track team headed its host to the New Haven Intercollegiate track meet. Kearns established a new record of 26:1.5.

Singles--Koerner (M.I.T.) defeated Butcher, 7-6, 6-3. Chase and Harris defeated Dunkerton and Vreeland, 6-1, 6-2; 9-7. Hanley (M.I.T.) defeated Chase, 6-4, 7-5, 6-2.

WIN OVER BROWN

Stretched their winning streak to three straight, the Institute's varsity men squeezed out a 5-4 victory over Brown last Saturday at Providence. After winning four of the six singles matches, the Engineers had the deciding win in the doubles, but Kearns and McKee won their match to clinch the victory.

Captain Fred Fritsch did not take part in the singles and the normally dependable doubles team of Fritsch and Harris were down to defeat after a stiff battle.

After losing to the Harvard outgainers by 8-0, the freshmen squad came back strongly against the Brown Cubs, taking a 5-2 triumph before rain interrupted the last two doubles match. The match with Harvard was a complete rout, every man losing in straight sets. Fitter, who carried his opponent to 6-4 and 7-4, came the nearest to winning a set. Against the Bruins, however, the freshmen showed a strong showing for straight. The match

WINNING FOR THE INSTITUTE

Winning for the Institute were Roberts (M.I.T.), 6-4, 6-3; Dunkerton and Vreeland, 7-5; Eder (M.I.T.), 6-1, 6-4; Hanley (M.I.T.), 6-3, 6-2; Hanley (M.I.T.), 6-4, 6-2; Hanley (M.I.T.), 6-4, 6-2; and Hanley (M.I.T.), 6-4.

Another successful RENTAL season for our

DOUBLE BREASTED TUXEDO

at asking price of $14.95. Single Breasted $13.50.

READ & WHITE

111 Summer Street • BOSTON • 93 Massachusetts Ave.

One smoker tells another